ABSTRACT

THE FACTORS THAT CAUSE THE LOW PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF VILLAGE
(Study Desa Kembang Gading Kecamatan Abung Selatan Kabupaten Lampung Utara)
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In Perda Lampung Utara no 8 in 2007 about the formation of 29 village in Kabupaten Lampung Utara, one of which became the village of extraction is desa Kembang Gading. As a village who experienced segregation, societies should be excieted to do repairs on their village, one of them with high community participation. But, pre based in the results of research public participation in planning development is low. Then, supported by the results of previous studies that the cause of similar research can be formulated a hypothesis which said the low participation the internal factor caused by low education and of its external factor caused by the head of the village non active. So, the purpose of research is to test the hypothesis.

A method of this research using eksplanasi with approach quantitative research through program assistance spss v17. The population in this research is the community is oblyed to present the sample with 56 people given the question in the form of kuisinon distributed randomly on the sample. Data analysis in this research using data analysis likert scale, chi square and table frequency distribution with program spss v17.

Based of the results of research that the level of participation of the village community is quite high. It is because the intenal and external factors. The internal factor affecting the public derived from the loe level of education and external factor that affects derive from mobilizaton of the village head. The low of education the community make the community easy mobilized.
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